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Abstract: In the past two decades, drug candidates with a covalent binding mode have gained the
interest of medicinal chemists, as several covalent anticancer drugs have successfully reached the
clinic. As a covalent binding mode changes the relevant parameters to rank inhibitor potency and
investigate structure-activity relationship (SAR), it is important to gather experimental evidence on
the existence of a covalent protein–drug adduct. In this work, we review established methods and
technologies for the direct detection of a covalent protein–drug adduct, illustrated with examples
from (recent) drug development endeavors. These technologies include subjecting covalent drug
candidates to mass spectrometric (MS) analysis, protein crystallography, or monitoring intrinsic
spectroscopic properties of the ligand upon covalent adduct formation. Alternatively, chemical
modification of the covalent ligand is required to detect covalent adducts by NMR analysis or
activity-based protein profiling (ABPP). Some techniques are more informative than others and can
also elucidate the modified amino acid residue or bond layout. We will discuss the compatibility of
these techniques with reversible covalent binding modes and the possibilities to evaluate reversibility
or obtain kinetic parameters. Finally, we expand upon current challenges and future applications.
Overall, these analytical techniques present an integral part of covalent drug development in this
exciting new era of drug discovery.

Keywords: covalent inhibitors; chemical probes; covalent warheads; medicinal chemistry; drug
discovery; drug development; target validation; mode of action studies; ABPP; mass spectrometry;
protein crystallography; NMR

1. Introduction

Among the most prescribed drugs in the US, [1,2] are successful drugs that were
later found to have a covalent binding mode (Figure A1A in Appendix A), including
established pain killer/anti-inflammatory agent aspirin [3], β-lactam antibiotic penicillin [4],
anticoagulant clopidogrel (Plavix) [5], and proton-pump inhibitor (es)omeprazole (Nexium)
for gastroesophageal reflux [6]. In the past two decades, the paradigm shift from covalent
inhibition as an avoided liability toward the development of targeted covalent inhibitors
(TCIs) has led to the approval of various drugs with a covalent binding mode (Figure A1B in
Appendix A) [1,7,8]. Covalent targeting of noncatalytic cysteine residues at the ATP-binding
site of kinases has since proven to be a successful approach to overcome competition
by the native substrate [9,10], as illustrated by clinically approved covalent Bruton’s
Tyrosine Kinase (BTK) inhibitors [11–13] and covalent (mutant) EGFR inhibitors [14–17].
Furthermore, a covalent binding mode enabled inhibition of challenging targets for which
noncovalent inhibitors could not successfully be developed, as illustrated by two recently
approved first-in-class drugs: sotorasib (AMG 510) modifies Cys12 in the oncogenic
KRASG12C mutant [18] and mobocertinib (TAK788) modifies noncatalytic Cys797 of the
EGFRex20ins mutant [19]. An extensive overview of all FDA-approved drugs (1900–2019)
with a known covalent mechanism of action that lists their therapeutic application along
with the electrophilic warhead has been compiled by De Vita [20]. An update (2020–2022)
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can be found in the supporting information accompanying this review (Table A1 in
Appendix A).

Typically, a covalent adduct is formed when an electrophilic moiety (or warhead)
in the inhibitor is positioned in juxtaposition with a nucleophilic residue in the protein
target [21,22]. Commonly targeted amino acid residues are catalytic cysteine and serine
residues as the activated Cys thiolate and Ser hydroxylate are more nucleophilic (low pKa)
than their noncatalytic (protonated) counterparts (Cys: pKa = 8–9, Ser: pKa > 13) [23].
Popular noncatalytic nucleophilic residues include cysteines, lysines, and (N-terminal)
threonines [23,24]. The selection of a warhead depends on the identity of the amino acid
residue, the nucleophilicity of the targeted amino acid residue, and the desired binding
mode (reversible or irreversible) [10,24,25]. A warhead should have the right balance
between intrinsic chemical reactivity and selectivity, quickly forming a covalent adduct with
the desired target but not (or much slower) with undesired cellular components [26,27].
For cysteine-targeting inhibitors, this is typically assessed in indiscriminate thiol reactivity
assays with biological thiols such as glutathione (GSH) [28] or cysteine [29]. The acrylamides
and related Michael acceptors, employed in several approved kinase inhibitors, are among
the most popular warheads for irreversible covalent targeting of noncatalytic cysteine thiols
as the balance of their intrinsic chemical reactivity and selectivity results in a favorable safety
profile [10,20]. Available warheads, popular as well as upcoming, and their application
have been reviewed elsewhere [23,24,30,31]. Generally, the development of novel TCIs
entails the introduction of a warhead onto a potent noncovalent scaffold [1,21,32–34], or
high-throughput screening (HTS) of small molecule covalent ligands [35–37] or covalent
fragment libraries [31,36,38–43], with structure-based lead optimization supported by in
silico approaches (e.g., covalent docking, virtual screening [32,44–46]).

Reversible covalent inhibition is becoming increasingly popular [47–53] as it combines
the high affinity and long residence time of a covalent binding mode with a reduced risk of
undesired idiosyncratic toxicity associated with the intrinsic ability to irreversibly modify
off-target proteins [49]. This approach is especially useful for targets with a relatively
short cellular half-life as (proteasomal/proteolytic) degradation of the protein target
will induce the release of the reversibly bound covalent inhibitor that can engage in
the inhibition of another target protein. The introduction of an electron-withdrawing
cyano group on the α-position of an irreversible covalent acrylamide warhead generates
the cyanoacrylamide warhead, which was found to convert the inhibitors into reversible
covalent inhibitors with a tunable residence time [54,55]. The cyanoacrylamide moiety has
gained popularity [56–58], most notably illustrated by reversible covalent BTK inhibitor
rilzabrutinib (PRN-1008) [49], which is currently in phase III clinical trials (Figure A1C
in Appendix A). Another recent example of the success of reversible covalent inhibition
is nirmatrelvir (PF-07321332), the principle/novel component of Pfizer’s oral antiviral
agent Paxlovid that received emergency use authorization in 2021 for the treatment of
mild-to-moderate coronavirus disease (COVID-19) [47,59]. Nirmatrelvir inhibits SARS-CoV-2
main protease Mpro by formation of a reversible covalent thioimidate bond between an
electrophilic nitrile warhead and the catalytic cysteine thiolate [47].

As a covalent binding mode changes the relevant parameters to rank drug potency
and investigate structure–activity relationship (SAR) [1,60–63], it is important to gather
experimental evidence on the existence of a covalent protein–drug adduct. Compounds
sharing a warhead do not necessarily have the same covalent reactivity, and an electrophile
is no guarantee for a covalent protein–drug adduct. Most claims pertaining a covalent
binding mode are based on data obtained with the drug itself, but there still are examples of
clinically approved drugs for which the covalent binding mode is not explicitly demonstrated
but assumed based on related compounds or covalent docking (e.g., remdesivir [64]). In
this work, we review the available methods in the toolbox to validate covalent adduct
formation, rather than identification of novel covalent ligands/inhibitors (Figure 1). Please
note that the term inhibitor implies that target binding impairs protein function or blocks
a protein–protein interaction, thus not reflecting covalent (partial) agonists [65–67] and
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covalent PROTACs [68,69]. We will use the more appropriate neutral term covalent ligand
as it describes any covalent modifier without specifying how target engagement affects
protein function/binding. We focus on technologies enabling direct detection of the
covalent protein–ligand adduct under conditions that distinguish covalent adducts from
noncovalent complexes (e.g., an increase in the total mass under denaturing conditions),
while indirect covalent adduct detection protocols (e.g., competitive activity-based probe
labeling) are occasionally mentioned to exemplify their use as orthogonal validation tools.

Chemical Ligand Modification
Introduction of a detection element

Covalent adduct

Direct Detection of a Covalent Protein–Drug Adduct

Mass Spectrometry (MS)

Protein crystallography

Intrinsic Fluorescence/Absorbance

Covalent adduct

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

Gel Electrophoresis

Chemoproteomics

m/z

Covalent drug

Covalent probe

ABPP

adduct

Δ M

protein adduct

δ (ppm)

Δ δ

probe adduct

protein adduct

Target protein
X = NH2, SH, OH (nucleophilic residue)X

Covalent drug
electrophile

+

+

protein
abundance

untreated adduct

drug

Figure 1. Validation of a covalent binding mode by direct detection of the covalent protein–drug adduct.

Most direct methods only discriminate between noncovalent and covalent protein
modification, while others are more informative and provide direct evidence about which
amino acid residue is modified. Although it is generally safe to assume that the most
nucleophilic (catalytic) amino acid residue will be targeted for covalent modification,
TCIs that were unexpectedly found to covalently modify allosteric (less nucleophilic)
residues [70] or even a completely different amino acid [71] illustrate why it is important
to identify the modified amino acid residue. Importantly, covalent adduct formation is not
completed instantly upon treating the target protein with an excess covalent ligand [60].
Unless otherwise noted, all procedures involve incubation of protein target and covalent
ligand for a sufficient time (ranging from minutes to hours) to allow covalent adduct
formation prior to analysis, as it is not possible to detect a covalent adduct that has not
(yet) been formed. Conversion to covalent adduct does not have to be complete but
high amounts of unbound protein can complicate detection, especially if unbound protein
cannot easily be removed. The focus of this review is on the qualitative detection of covalent
protein–ligand adducts but some of the methods enable quantification of time-dependent
covalent occupancy, which might be employed to calculate kinetic rate constants reflecting
irreversible covalent inhibitor potency [1,60,61]. Details on the kinetic background of
covalent adduct formation and potency are beyond the scope of this work [60,62], but
compatibility with quantification of covalent occupancy will be highlighted. Moreover,
special attention will be paid to the compatibility with reversible covalent ligands and
reversibility assays to assess the (ir)reversible ligand binding mode. Detection of reversible
covalent adducts has its unique challenges compared to irreversible covalent adduct
detection: detection (and purification) of the reversible covalent protein–ligand adduct [54]
is more complicated as the unbound enzyme and covalent adduct are at an equilibrium,
and the covalent occupancy is thus driven by the concentration of (excess) inhibitor [48,60].
Furthermore, standard sample preparation conditions (e.g., denaturation, proteolytic
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digestion, dilution), designed to induce noncovalent inhibitor dissociation, can also induce
dissociation of reversible covalent ligands [54,72]. Traditional reversibility assays are
based on regained enzymatic activity after rapid dilution [73] or washout [34], or on
detection of released unbound inhibitor upon protein denaturation/digestion [55] or
chasing with a competitive irreversible ABP [74]. These assays serve to evaluate the
reversibility of the adduct formation but irreversible protein modification provides by
no means direct evidence of covalency; a covalent drug can have a reversible binding
mode, and noncovalent binders can be irreversible [60].

In this work, we will discuss methods for the direct detection of covalent protein–ligand
adducts (an overview of the methods can be found in Table 1). In general, whether the
covalent adduct will be detected using a certain technique depends on the intrinsic properties
of the protein target (e.g., mass, ionizability, crystalline) as well as the inhibitor/ligand (e.g.,
binding mode, solubility, fluorescence). Each method will be illustrated with examples of
advantages and limitations, with specific attention to compatibility with reversible covalent
inhibition, identification of the modified amino acid residue, and application in the (kinetic)
evaluation of inhibitor binding mode and/or potency.

Table 1. Technologies for direct detection of covalent protein–drug adducts included in this review.
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2. Mass Spectrometry Relatively fast and easy.
Bottom-up MS(/MS)

compatible with large
proteins (in mixtures)

2.1. Top-down MS − + + ~ c − − + +

2.2. Bottom-up MS − − ~ + ~ d − ~ −
2.3. MS/MS − − ~ + + − + −

3. Protein Crystallography − + ++ - + + - − Most informative
but laborious

4. Intrinsic Fluorescence/Absorbance − e − + - − − ~ + Limited ligand
compatibility

5. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance + ~ ++ + ~ ++ + +
Compatible with

labile adduct
detection in solution

6. Activity-based Protein Profiling
Detection of modified
(off-) target proteins in

whole proteomes

6.1. Gel Electrophoresis + − ~ ++ − − + +

6.2. Chemoproteomic Platforms + − ~ ++ + − ~ f +

6.3. Homogeneous/plate-based + − + ++ − − + −
a Adduct formation in complex mixtures (e.g., lysates, live cells, or in vivo). b Direct detection, not including
indirect identification through site-directed mutagenesis of the modified amino acid. c Requires enrichment for
(modified) protein target. d Identification of the peptide containing the modified amino acid residue. e Prerequisite
for drug ligand class: covalent adduct formation must induce a change in intrinsic spectroscopic properties
(e.g., fluorescence, absorbance). f Typically assessed in (indirect) competition assays.

We start with techniques to detect the covalent protein–drug adduct without chemical
modification of the ligand using the same compound stocks prepared for biochemical
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in vitro/in vivo assays. Predominantly used techniques mass spectrometry (Section 2) and
protein crystallography (Section 3) will be discussed first, followed by less ubiquitous
detection based on the changes in intrinsic spectroscopic properties of the ligand upon
covalent adduct formation (Section 4). Alternatively, 13C NMR analysis (Section 5) and
activity-based protein profiling (Section 6) require chemical modification of the covalent
ligand to enable detection of the covalent protein–drug adduct (e.g., introduction of a
bioorthogonal handle, reporter tag, or isotope labeling). Finally, we expand on current
challenges and future applications (Section 7).

2. Mass Spectrometry (MS)

Initial confirmation of a covalent binding mode is predominantly achieved through mass
spectrometric (MS) analysis of the covalent protein–ligand adduct [37]. Here, validation of
the covalent binding mode is based on the mass increase upon modification of an unbound
protein with a covalent ligand, compared to the mass of the unbound protein (Figure 2). MS
analysis provides confirmation of the biophysical binding event between the protein and
the ligand but does not elucidate the bond layout. MS analysis is generally favored because
it consumes a relatively low amount of material and is compatible with most protein targets.
This versatile technique is not only used to validate a covalent binding mode but also in
the discovery of new covalent ligands [40,43]. Detailed guidelines for mass spectrometric
characterization (and quantification) of covalent protein–drug (metabolite) adducts are
available elsewhere [37,75,76]. Generally, the covalent adduct is formed by incubation of
protein with excess of inhibitor in an MS-compatible buffer, followed by a purification
step such as liquid chromatography (LC) or gel electrophoresis [76,77]. MS analysis must
be performed for the covalent adduct as well as the unbound protein, to confirm that
the detected mass increase corresponds with covalent ligand modification. For top-down
MS analysis (Section 2.1), the adduct is separated from the unbound protein/inhibitor
under denaturing conditions to ensure all noncovalent interactions are disrupted prior to
MS analysis of the intact protein–inhibitor adduct (Figure 2A). Alternatively, the adduct
is submitted to proteolytic digestion with bottom-up MS analysis (Section 2.2) of the
protein–derived proteolytic peptides to identify the peptide sequence modified by an
irreversible covalent ligand (Figure 2B). Subsequent peptide ion fragmentation for MS/MS
analysis (Section 2.3) can enable the identification of the modified amino acid residue
(Figure 2C).

2.1. Top-Down MS

It should not be surprising that intact protein analysis by top-down MS is the most
popular technique to validate covalent adduct formation with a wide variety of targets [63]:
most (academic) drug discovery labs are equipped with an LC-MS system (Figure 2A), and
sample preparation is relatively straightforward when the protein–ligand adduct is formed
using recombinant purified protein. Benchmark protocols are composed by Donnelly
and co-workers [77] for intact protein analysis by top-down MS. Generally, the unbound
protein and protein (adduct) are ionized after denaturation and removal of unbound
ligand on the LC, generating (positively or negatively) charged ions (z > 1) detectable by
MS. The total mass of the parent protein or adduct is calculated by deconvolution of the
charge states in the ionization envelope. It is important to note that sample preparation is
conducted under denaturing conditions that ensure noncovalent interactions are disrupted.
However, detection of noncovalently bound protein–ligand complexes is theoretically
possible with native MS, with dedicated conditions to ensure noncovalent interactions are
maintained [78,79]. The main practical limitations to intact protein analysis by top-down
MS are the incompatibility with larger proteins (>50 kDa), proteins that ionize poorly [80,81],
proteins that require MS-incompatible detergents or surfactants, and complex (cellular)
mixtures that have not been enriched for the protein target: bottom-up MS analysis
(Section 2.2) might be more suitable as ionization of peptides is often better.
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Figure 2. Schematic overview of MS-based methodologies for detection of covalent protein–drug
adducts. (A) Intact protein analysis by top-down MS analysis. Samples containing unbound protein
(top) or covalent adduct (bottom) are resolved by liquid chromatography (LC) to promote ligand
dissociation in noncovalent complexes and remove free ligand. Intact protein and covalent adduct are
subjected to MS analysis, where they are ionized multiple times (z≥ 1) generating an ionization envelope
originating from the various charge states, from which the deconvoluted total mass is calculated. The
covalent protein–drug adduct has a higher deconvoluted mass than the unbound protein. (B) Bottom-up
MS analysis. Samples containing unbound protein (top) or covalent adduct (bottom) are subjected to
proteolytic digestion, with optional capping of free thiols using thiol-reactive reagent iodoacetamide (IAc)
before or after digestion, followed by MS analysis. Proteolytic peptide ions originating from unmodified
protein sequences are identical in both samples, whereas different mass is observed for peptide ions
containing the covalently modified amino acid residue. (C) Tandem MS or MS/MS. Following bottom-up
MS analysis, proteolytic peptide ions (MS1) are exposed to fragmentation conditions that break the
amide bonds, producing one out of two possible fragment ions for each broken peptide bond. The
resulting fragment ions are annotated with increasing numbers from the N-terminus (b-fragment ions)
or C-terminus (y-fragment ions). A mass difference is observed for fragment ions (MS2) containing the
modified amino acid, thereby aiding identification of the modified amino acid residue.

Intact protein analysis by top-down MS is one of the less informative methods as it
does not reveal the bond layout or identify which amino acid residue is covalently modified.
Mitigation of covalent adduct formation by site-directed mutagenesis provides (indirect)
evidence on which amino acid residue is modified, and is part of most covalent drug
development workflows [63]. Intact protein analysis has recently been employed to validate
covalent adduct formation with proteases [82–85], recombinant kinase domains [74,86–88], and
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other (potential) clinical targets [89–91]. Biophysical confirmation of covalent binding is also
an important step in the ongoing industrial efforts to develop covalent kinase inhibitors with
an improved selectivity/potency profile, as illustrated by intact protein analysis of covalent
adducts between the BTK kinase domain and clinical candidates evobrutinib (Merck) [86],
remibrutinib (Novartis) [87], and tirabrutinib (Ono Pharmaceutical/Gilead Sciences) [88].

Covalent Fragment-Based Drug Development (FBDD). Intact protein analysis has a
prominent role in target-directed covalent fragment-based ligand discovery (FBLD). MS
analysis is utilized to identify (cysteine-reactive) covalent ligands that serve as a starting
point for medicinal chemistry optimization after validation of inhibitory properties associated
with biophysical binding [37–39]. Kathman and co-workers developed an MS-based assay
to screen mixtures of fragments containing a vinyl methyl ester (VME) warhead for covalent
adduct formation with cysteine protease papain [43,85]. This assay has since successfully
been employed for screening with cysteine-reactive covalent fragment libraries with mixed
electrophile chemotypes [40,92], covalent ligand identification for E3 ligases [89,91], and
several other recombinant protein targets [38,93].

Reversible binding mode. The reversible covalent adduct of odanacatib bound to recombinant
cysteine protease CatK [82] can be detected by top-down MS analysis (Figure 3A), provided
that inhibitor concentration exceeds its steady-state equilibrium constant Ki

* to ensure
sufficient covalent occupancy [60]. The reversible covalent cTnC–levosimendan adduct
was detected in endogenous thin and thick filament proteins extracted from porcine
cardiomyofibrils [94]. However, sample preparation and denaturing conditions can induce
inhibitor dissociation, and detection of the reversible covalent protein–inhibitor adduct
is not possible if the covalent dissociation rate is relatively fast. Incubation of RSK2
with cyanoacrylamide CN-NHiPr failed to produce a detectable adduct [54,72] but this
is highly context-dependent as covalent adducts with other cyanoacrylamides have since
successfully been detected by top-down MS [57,74].

Reversibility assays. The Rauh group developed a top-down MS-based reversibility
assay [74], illustrated for reversible covalent EGFR inhibitors bearing a cyanoacrylamide
warhead (Figure 3B). EGFR kinase domain and reversible covalent inhibitor (CRI) are
incubated to form the covalent EGFR–CRI adduct, followed by incubation with excess
chaser COV2 (an irreversible covalent ligand selectively targeting the same amino acid
residue, e.g., osimertinib or ibrutinib) that displaces the reversible covalent inhibitor,
forming a covalent EGFR–COV2 adduct. Top-down MS analysis reveals a deconvoluted
mass corresponding to the EGFR–COV2 adduct. Displacement is indicative of a reversible
binding mode, as it is not possible to displace an irreversibly bound covalent inhibitor.
Prerequisites to this reversibility assay are the availability of a selective irreversible chaser
that targets the same amino acid residue and forms a covalent protein–chaser adduct
that has a different mass than the protein–inhibitor adduct. This method has since been
employed in the preclinical development of irreversible covalent BTK inhibitor tirabrutinib
(ONO-4059) [88,95], which was resistant to chasing with ibrutinib. Indirect methods with
MS detection of released free ligand upon induction of ligand dissociation (e.g., dilution,
dialysis, washout, denaturation, competition) will not be further discussed here [54].
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Figure 3. Biophysical covalent adduct detection with intact protein analysis by top-down MS.
(A) Covalent CatK–ODN adduct formation between recombinant purified cathepsin K (CatK) and
reversible covalent CatK inhibitor odanacatib (ODN) is confirmed by intact protein analysis [82]: the
higher deconvoluted mass for the adduct compared to unbound CatK is in agreement with covalent
ODN binding. (B) MS-based reversibility assay illustrated with recombinant purified EGFRT790M/L858R

mutant and reversible cyanoacrylamide-based inhibitor CRI [74]. Detection of covalent EGFR–COV2
adduct, rather than reversible covalent EGFR–CRI adduct upon competition with irreversible covalent
chaser COV2, is indicative of a reversible binding mode. (C) Quantitative biochemical covalent
occupancy assay illustrated for incubation of recombinant purified HOIP(RBR)WT protein with excess
covalent fragment 5 [89]. Adduct formation is detected by top-down MS and covalent occupancy
is quantified from the total ion count (TIC) of the covalent adduct and unbound HOIP(RBR). The
biochemical rate of covalent target engagement kobs is calculated for each fragment concentration
from the time-dependent covalent occupancy, which can be used to calculate the kinetic rate constant
reflecting the binding efficiency of an irreversible covalent fragment (more details in [60,61]).

Quantification covalent occupancy. The research groups of House (Crick–GSK Biomedical
LinkLabs) and Rittinger (Francis Crick Institute) recently reported a quantitative covalent
occupancy assay for kinetic analysis of irreversible ligand binding to the RBR domain
of HOIP, an RBR E3 ubiquitin ligase for which quantitative HTS activity assays are not
available (Figure 3C) [89]. Time-dependent covalent occupancy was calculated from the
total ion count (TIC) of the deconvoluted mass of covalent HOIP–fragment adduct relative
to the unbound HOIP. LC-MS approaches were also employed to assess the potency of
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covalent KRASG12C inhibitors [37,96,97]. Differences in ionization efficiency of the unbound
protein and adduct are only a minor concern as the protein size is significantly larger than
the covalent ligand. Alternatively, indirect methods based on quantification of remaining
unbound inhibitor (excess protein) [96] or unbound protein (excess inhibitor) [90,98] are
employed to assess the biochemical rate of covalent target modification.

2.2. Bottom-Up MS

Bottom-up MS analysis (Figure 2B) is the preferred method to verify covalent adduct
formation with large proteins (>50 kDa), with proteins that are poorly ionized, and for
detection of covalent adducts in complex mixtures (e.g., cell lysates and samples from
living organisms). A comprehensive overview of bottom-up MS methodologies is available
elsewhere [76]. Generally, the protein–ligand adduct and the unbound protein are subjected
to a thiol-alkylating reagent such as iodoacetamide (IAc) to cap free cysteine thiols (and
sometimes lysine amines) with a carbamidomethyl group (+57.021 u), followed by trypsin-
or pepsin-mediated proteolytic digestion (other proteases are also possible) [76]. The
proteolytic peptides are separated by LC, ionized, and the peptide ions are detected by
MS (Figure 4). Each parent peptide will be charged once or multiple times (z ≥ 1) to
generate ionized peptides, and a database is used to correlate found m/z values with the
predicted mass of various amino acid stretches. In the protein–ligand adduct, a peptide
with a covalently modified amino acid residue appears along with a decrease or even
disappearance of the (capped) unmodified peptide with the same sequence. Consequently,
not only the covalent adduct is validated, but the peptide sequence containing the modified
amino acid is also identified [76]. Optionally, sample preparation may involve purification
by gel electrophoresis prior to capping and proteolytic digestion, to remove unbound
ligand and MS-incompatible buffer components (e.g., surfactants, detergents) and enrich
the sample for the desired protein (adduct). Proteolytic digestion ensures that only
stable covalent adducts are detected but these harsh conditions also have a drawback:
incompatibility with sensitive/labile functional groups. LC-MS detection of unbound
inhibitor after digestion-induced inhibitor dissociation is commonly used to assess binding
reversibility [49,55] but does not involve direct detection of the covalent adduct. Bottom-up
MS analysis is compatible with complex mixtures and native systems. For example,
covalent adduct formation of clinically approved covalent KRASG12C inhibitor sotorasib
(AMG 510) in (in vitro or in vivo) treated tumor cells was detected [18,99] (Figure 4A).
RAS proteins were isolated from lysates by immunocapture on anti-RAS beads, eluted
proteins were denatured (8M urea), free thiols were alkylated with IAc, and proteins were
digested with trypsin prior to mass spectrometric analysis. Bottom-up MS analysis has been
employed to validate covalent adduct formation with oncogenic KRASG12C [18,99,100],
proteases [82,84], and various other (potential) clinical targets [70,89].
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Figure 4. Bottom-up MS analysis of covalent protein–drug adducts. (A) Detection of covalent adduct
formation for clinically approved covalent inhibitor sotorasib (AMG 510) with KRASG12C isolated from
lysates originating from (in vitro or in vivo) treated tumor cells [18,99]. (B) Identification of covalent
adduct formation between recombinant SUMO E1 (SAE) and covalent inhibitor COH000 [70] reveals
unexpected modification of allosteric Cys30 rather than catalytic Cys173. Covalent modification of Cys30
interferes with pepsin-mediated digestion, generating longer adduct peptides than in the untreated
control (missed cleavage). (C) Bottom-up MS analysis of recombinant HSP72 incubated with covalent
acrylamide ligand 8 revealed covalent modification of Lys56 rather than catalytic Cys17 [71]. Data
analysis focused on lysine modification resulted in detection of the simple adduct of L50–K71 peptide.

The detected mass of the modified proteolytic peptide ions can correspond to the
simple adduct (peptide + full ligand) but can be smaller if the ligand contains bonds
sensitive to proteolysis (e.g., amide bonds), as is frequently seen for binding of ubiquitin(-like
modifiers) [83]. Furthermore, covalent modification can block the proteolytic cleavage
site, resulting in a missed cleavage and larger peptide sequences in the ligand-treated
sample compared to the untreated (free protein) sample. This is exemplified by bottom-up
MS analysis of the covalent adduct of SUMO-activating enzyme (SUMO E1 or SAE) with
inhibitor COH000 [70] (Figure 4B): pepsin-mediated proteolytic peptide A14–L32 was found
in the untreated sample, but the covalent modification of Cys30 in the COH000-treated
sample blocked access to the pepsin cleavage site after Leu32, resulting in the simple
COH000 adduct of peptide A14–N35 (missed cleavage). More importantly, bottom-up
MS analysis was instrumental in the initial identification of the unexpected allosteric
Cys30 modification: COH000 was expected to modify the catalytic (nucleophilic) Cys173
residue but only the unmodified A131–C185 peptide was found. The importance of
careful interpretation of MS data is further illustrated by the work of Pettinger and
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co-workers [71]. Their covalent acrylamide ligand was designed to covalently target Cys17
in stress-inducible ATPase molecular chaperone heat shock 70 kDa protein 1 (HSP72)
but no evidence of Cys17 labeling was found after proteolytic digestion and subsequent
MS analysis (Figure 4C). Instead, they found evidence suggesting allosteric Cys267 was
modified, but site-directed mutagenesis revealed that this modification only contributed
to a minor covalent adduct and is not responsible for the inhibition of protein function.
Finally, expanding the search to the modification of other nucleophiles (lysine) revealed
the modified L50–K71 peptide. A reliable MS2 spectrum confirming Lys56 as the modified
amino acid could not be obtained (details on MS/MS analysis in Section 2.3), but the
unanticipated covalent modification of Lys56 driving the inhibitory activity was confirmed
with the HSP72K56A mutant.

Reversible binding mode. Direct detection of the proteolytic peptide modified with a
reversible covalent inhibitor (CRI) or ligand can be challenging because denaturation and
proteolytic digestion are known to promote CRI dissociation [49,54,55], and treatment with
alkylating reagent to cap free thiols can block CRI rebinding. As such, modified peptides
are more likely to be detected when thiol capping precedes denaturation and proteolytic
digestion. It is possible to detect the modified tryptic peptides with bottom-up MS-based
methods if the dissociation rate of the reversible covalent modifier is slow enough, as
exemplified by the detection of proteolytic UCHL1 peptides modified with reversible
covalent cyanimide IMP-1710 [84].

Quantification of covalent occupancy. Covalent target engagement is often quantified
indirectly from the depletion of the unmodified proteolytic peptide in the treated sample
relative to the untreated sample [96,97,101] as unbiased quantification of the (modified)
proteolytic peptide can be challenging: ionization efficiency differences can occur following
modification with a covalent ligand. The (LC-)MS/MS methods to overcome this bias will
be discussed in the next section [100].

2.3. MS/MS or Tandem MS

Bottom-up MS analysis is frequently coupled to a subsequent MS analysis (tandem MS
or MS/MS) to enable the identification of the covalently modified amino acid (Figure 2C).
Specific precursor peptides are isolated after MS1 and subjected to collision/fragmentation
conditions to generate charged fragment ions. The amino acid sequence of the precursor ion
can be deduced from the mass of the fragment ions in MS2. For covalent adducts, fragment
ions containing the covalently modified amino acid residue have a higher mass than fragment
ions derived from the unmodified peptide, thus enabling the identification of the modified
amino acid. Tandem MS procedures have frequently been used to identify the modified
amino acid residue covalent inhibitors targeting different protein classes [18,22,70,71,82,84,89].
For the unambiguous assignment of the modified noncatalytic cysteine in the kinase
domains affected by clinical irreversible covalent EGFR inhibitor afatinib (BIBW 2992)
(Figure 5A) [14], LC-MS/MS analysis following pepsin-digestion proved very valuable.
The modified Q791–L798 peptide ion was found in the MS1 spectrum, and MS2 data
identified Cys797 as the modified amino acid. Moreover, the detection of a sulfurized
afatinib fragment ion resulting from fragmentation of the C–S bond between the thiol and
the cysteine β-carbon further confirmed covalent thiol addition to afatinib.

Covalent modification can (negatively) affect the ionization of peptide fragments, and it
is not uncommon to only detect unmodified fragment ions (Figure 5B) [82,84,88]: LC-MS/MS
analysis of the trypsin- and GluC-digested covalent adduct confirmed covalent binding
of tirabrutinib (ONO-4059) [88] to the BTK Y476–R487 precursor peptide (MS1), but only
unmodified fragment ions and fragmentation of the parent inhibitor were found in MS2.
However, the unmodified fragment ions indicate that ligand modification occurred at one
of the A478–C481 residues, of which Cys481 is the most nucleophilic residue. Interpretation
of MS/MS data is usually tailored toward the modification of a specific amino acid class
or even a single specific residue, searching only for modification of cysteine residues and
performing MS2 for peptide ions containing the catalytic cysteine. Although it is generally
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safe to assume that covalent inhibitors bearing a thiol-reactive electrophile will target the
nucleophilic catalytic cysteine residue, covalent modification of less reactive cysteines [70,91],
or even unexpected amino acids, has been reported in exceptional cases [71].

Reversible binding mode. Limitations and challenges for reversible covalent ligands
are similar to bottom-up MS analysis. Detection of the simple adduct and fragment ions
containing the covalent ligand has been reported for reversible covalent ligands with a
slow dissociation rate [84].
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Figure 5. LC-MS/MS analysis of covalent protein–drug adducts. (A) Identification of the covalently
targeted amino acid by afatinib (BIBW 2992) in purified kinase domain EGFRT790M/L858R [14].
(B) Identification of covalently modified amino acids in recombinant BTK kinase domain by
BTK inhibitor tirabrutinib (ONO-4059) [88]. MS2 detection only showed unmodified fragment
ions and ligand fragmentation of unbound tirabrutinib. (C) Internally controlled quantitative
KRASG12C Target Engagement (G12C-TE) assay illustrated with KRASG12C inhibitor ARS-1620 [100].
Lysates originating from clinical tumor biopsies are spiked with an internal standard: recombinant
stable isotope-labeled KRASG12C(1–169) internal standard consisting of a 1:1 mixture of free
[13C,15N]-KRASG12C and covalent [13C,15N]-KRASG12C–ARS-1620 adduct to calculate the in vivo
covalent target occupancy from the relative abundance of fragment ions corresponding to endogenous
or stable isotope-labeled adducts as well as unbound KRASG12C.
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Quantification of covalent occupancy. Covalent in vivo target engagement of clinically
approved KRASG12C inhibitor sotorasib (AMG 510) has been quantified from the percentage
of modified KRASG12C peptide normalized to the total KRASG12C peptides in tumor cells
recovered from treated mice [18]. However, caution is advised as this method does not
take the possible effect of covalent modification on the ionization of the fragment ions
into account. Quantitative covalent KRASG12C Target Engagement (G12C-TE) assays are
typically indirect, using [13C,15N]-KRASG12C (peptide) as an internal control to determine
the absolute level of unoccupied KRASG12C [90,98,101–103]. Cellular/biochemical occupancy
is calculated from a comparison of unbound KRASG12C levels in the treated sample
to the untreated control. However, these indirect methods are not compatible with the
clinical development of solid tumor treatment because pretreatment or patient-matched
reference biopsies are typically not available [104]. Scientists at Wellspring Biosciences [100]
developed a direct, internally controlled quantitative MS/MS method for the accurate
determination of target occupancy in FFPE (formalin fixed paraffin embedded) samples
prepared from clinical tumor biopsies, without the requirement of pretreatment or untreated
controls; illustrated for KRASG12C inhibitor ARS-1620 as a proof-of-concept study (Figure 5C).
Here, tumor-derived lysates are spiked with an internal standard consisting of a 1:1 mixture
of unbound [13C,15N]-KRASG12C and covalent [13C,15N]-KRASG12C–inhibitor adduct, thereby
enabling absolute quantification of endogenous unbound as well as modified KRASG12C

peptide ions. The samples were then exposed to reducing conditions, with in-gel thiol
capping with IAc and trypsin digestion of RAS proteins, before being submitted to LC-MS/MS
analysis. Using the respective internal standard peptides, the ratio between endogenous
unbound and ARS-1620-bound KRASG12C could be determined, allowing the calculation
of in vivo covalent occupancy. This method is generally applicable for proteins with
endogenous expression levels well above the limit of quantification by MS, but its application
is practically limited by the production of recombinant stable isotope-labeled protein and
the required generation of an isotope-labeled internal standard for each individual inhibitor.

3. Protein Crystallography

X-ray crystallography is a technique used to elucidate the 3D structure of crystalline
compounds, from small molecules to (large) proteins [105]. Protein crystallography is the
most informative technique discussed in this work: providing biophysical evidence on
the covalent adduct along with detailed structural information on the modified amino
acid residue and the bond layout of the protein–bound ligand. Covalent bonds between
individual atoms are not directly observed: the distance between the individual atoms is
detected, along with a continuous electron density, from which the likeliness that these
atoms are involved in a covalent bond is determined, with the performance of orthogonal
experiments (e.g., MS, mutagenesis) to validate covalency (Figure 6). One of the major
practical drawbacks is the consumption of large amounts of highly pure soluble protein,
and not all soluble proteins (or protein complexes) form suitably diffracting crystals (if
any at all) [105]. In comparison: smaller protein amounts (of lower purity) are sufficient
for less informative methods (e.g., MS). For protein crystals with appropriate diffraction,
resolved macromolecular (ligand-bound) structures are deposited to the publicly accessible
Protein Data Bank (PDB) [106,107], enabling other researchers to access this wealth of
structural information. High-resolution structures of covalent adducts are available for
various clinically approved TCIs including BTK inhibitors ibrutinib (PCI-32765, PDB:
5P9J) [108] and zanubrutinib (BGB-3111, PDB: 6J6M) [12], EGFR inhibitor afatinib (BIBW
2992, PDB: 4G5J) [14], and proteasome inhibitor bortezomib (PS-341, PDB: 2F16) [51]. The
structural binding information can be used to gain insight into ligand binding driving
target selectivity and/or reactivity [109–112] and can be combined with (covalent) docking
studies [44,113–115] to aid the structure-based design of covalent ligands with improved
potency and/or selectivity [22,45,116–119]. Structure-guided drug design approaches are
employed to optimize the proximity of the electrophilic warhead to the nucleophilic amino
acid [22]. The potency of clinical candidate ARS-1620 (PDB: 5V9U) was improved by
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surface groove occupation, resulting in enhanced interactions with the KRASG12C protein
eventually leading to the development of clinically approved KRASG12C inhibitor sotorasib
(AMG 510, PDB: 6OIM) [99].
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Figure 6. Structural binding information on covalent protein–drug adducts obtained by protein
crystallography. (A) Identification of unexpected modified amino acid residue. Inhibitor 1 modifies
ubiquitin E3 ligase Nedd4-1 on allosteric cysteine residue Cys627 rather than the more nucleophilic
catalytic cysteine residue Cys867 (PDB: 5C91) [91]. (B) Protein crystallography of closely related 20S
proteasome inhibitors salinosporamide A (SalA, NPI-0052, marizomib) and salinosporamide B (SalB)
aids mechanistic understanding of their different binding modes [120]: SalA (PDB: 2FAK) [110] forms
an irreversible adduct by ring closure with a chloride leaving group following the initial formation
of the reversible covalent acyl ester with Thr1-OH. (C) Structural analysis confirms thiol–alkyne
addition of catalytic Cys25 in human cathepsin K (hCatK) to the internal alkyne carbon on odanacatib
derivative 7 (PDB: 6QBS) [82], forming a covalent adduct with a Markovnikov thiovinyl bond layout
similar to the thioimidate adduct of hCatK with the odanacatib nitrile (PDB: 5TDI) [121]. (D) Refined
electron density maps assuming covalent ligand binding (left) or noncovalent ligand binding (right)
indicate a mixture of both states upon co-crystallization of reversible covalent cyanoacrylamide 5 with
Janus kinase JAK3 (PDB: 5LWN) [122].

A typical workflow starts with expression and purification of recombinant protein
(domain), treatment with ligand, and screening hundreds of crystallization conditions to
produce sufficiently large, singular crystals [105,123]. Suitable crystals of, hopefully, the
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covalent protein–ligand adduct are then fished, flash frozen, and exposed to an X-ray beam
at a synchrotron. The atoms in a crystalline structure (at low temperature) are ideally
stationary and the diffraction pattern is collected over different angles. The resulting
intensities are then indexed to determine the space group and integrated into a dataset
from which a 3D model can be determined [124]. As the dataset is a reciprocal space
representation of the structure, the intensities need phases to actually solve the structure.
Using one of the various phasing methods [125], an initial structure model and electron
density can be determined. After various iterative rounds of model building and structure
refinement, the electron density for the (covalent) ligand can, hopefully, be seen. The most
reliable structural data is obtained when the model is first refined for the protein (based on
the apo structure of the protein) and the remaining electron density is used to fit the ligand
as this minimizes the bias for the inhibitor binding site [126].

For some proteins, apo structures of active, uninhibited enzymes may not be available
for autoproteolytic/cannibalistic reasons (e.g., cysteine cathepsins) due to self-proteolysis
or autodigestion [127,128]. Occasionally, one can obtain mixed crystals, consisting of free
protein noncovalent protein–ligand complex and covalent protein–ligand adduct. This can
decrease the quality and may impair detection altogether, thus requiring purification of
the covalent adduct prior to crystallization. Alternatively, crystals of the free (apo) protein
are allowed to form, before soaking in the (covalent) ligand, though this can result in
mixed crystals [14] or cracking of the crystal. Soaking is popular in structure-based ligand
screens as it conveniently sidesteps the optimization of crystallization conditions for each
individual ligand [129]. However, soaking is not recommended for covalent drugs as the
rigid crystalline protein can hinder the formation of a covalent adduct, especially if the
crystalline apo-protein is in the incorrect conformation for ligand binding; if noncovalent
ligand binding induces a conformational change before covalent adduct formation [130]; or
if the crystalline protein has lost its catalytic activity essential for covalent adduct formation
with mechanism-based inhibitors [48].

Non-crystallographers are advised to consult the works of Wlodawer and co-workers on
the interpretation and critical evaluation of structural data [123,131]. The value for resolution is
expressed as the smallest resolved distance (in Å = 10−10 m) in the structure model. Although
the resolution applies to the whole map, parts of the structure may suffer from disorder and
have high-temperature factors as a result [131,132]. It is important to realize that covalent
adduct formation in these areas may not be reliably detected. Hydrogen atoms are not shown
in most structures obtained by X-ray diffraction (XRD) as hydrogen atoms only weakly scatter
X-ray beams: they only have one electron, which is always involved in a bond with another
atom and are, therefore, not precisely localized at the usual resolution [133]. A low numeric
value correlates with a high resolution: individual atoms (including some hydrogens) can
be observed at <1.2 Å and most backbones and sidechains are clear at 2.5 Å, while only the
general backbone can be solved at a resolution of 5 Å [124]. The average distance between a
thiol atom and carbon atom in a covalent single C–S bond is 1.82 Å and cannot reliably be
observed when the resolution at the ligand binding site is too low.

Protein crystallography has revealed unexpected modification of noncatalytic (allosteric)
cysteine residues rather than the catalytic cysteine residue. Solving the crystal structure
provided molecular insight into why a covalent E3 ubiquitin ligase Nedd4-1 inhibitor
(PDB: 5C91) inhibits elongation of polyubiquitin chains but does not completely inhibit
all catalytic activity [91]: the inhibitor targets allosteric Cys627 positioned at the substrate
binding site rather than the more nucleophilic catalytic cysteine residue Cys867 (Figure 6A).
Covalent modification of allosteric Cys30 in SUMO-activating enzyme (SUMO E1 or SAE)
by COH000 rather than catalytic Cys173 (see Figure 4B) was validated by solving the
X-ray crystal structure (PDB: 6CWY) [134]. Of note, protein crystallography reveals the
protein–ligand complex or adduct that forms the best crystals but this does not have to
be the most prevalent binding mode in solution: modification of a specific (unexpected)
amino acid should be validated with orthogonal techniques to ensure that the modification
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is representative for ligand binding in solution. As such, protein crystallography is not a
suitable technique for the quantification of covalent adduct formation.

Natural product salinosporamide A (SalA, NPI-0052, marizomib) is a clinically approved
covalent 20S proteasome inhibitor with an irreversible binding mode, whereas closely
related natural product salinosporamide B (SalB, NPI-0047) has a reversible binding mode
(Figure 6B) [120]. Crystal structure analysis reveals that threonine Thr1 addition to the
chloroalkyl β-lactone in SalA resulting in β-lactone ring opening is followed by intramolecular
nucleophilic substitution to irreversibly form a stable cyclic tetrahydrofuran (THF) ring
(PDB: 2FAK) [110] that cannot be formed with the β-lactone of SalB, thus aiding molecular
understanding of the irreversible binding mode of SalA. Similarly, protein crystallography
provided mechanistic insight on the superior selectivity of clinical multiple myeloma drug
carfilzomib (PR-171, PDB: 4R67) [135] for the 20S proteasome over non-proteasomal proteases
and why such selectivity is not observed for bortezomib (PS-341, PDB: 2F16) [51]. Carfilzomib
forms a dual covalent adduct with the 20S proteasome, and the additional engagement of
the Thr1 primary amine is specific for proteasomal proteins.

Protein crystallography provides valuable structural information on the bond layout of the
covalently bound ligand. In our group, solving the crystal structure of ABP (activity-based probe)
UbPrg with cysteine protease vOTU revealed an unexpected Markovnikov-type thiovinyl
bond between the active site cysteine thiol in the protease and internal carbon of the
alkyne in UbPrg (PDB: 3ZNH) [136]. This thiovinyl bond layout has since been observed
for propargyl-containing ABPs targeting various cysteine proteases (listed in Table S1 of
citation [83]) and for a small molecule CatK inhibitor (PDB: 6QBS) (Figure 6C) [82]. Active,
mature CatK had to be treated with S-methyl methanethiosulfonate (MMTS) to prevent
autodigestion in absence of competing substrate, which is more prone to occur at the
high concentrations (>10 mg/mL) used for crystallography [127,128,137]. The thiomethyl
protecting group is removed with a reducing agent (e.g., BME, TCEP, or DTT) to allow
covalent adduct formation with the simultaneously added inhibitor [138].

Reversible binding mode. Crystallography does not involve stringent washing or (harsh)
denaturing conditions that would promote ligand dissociation, thus being particularly
suitable for the evaluation of reversible covalent ligands. Co-crystallization of clinical
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) drug telaprevir (VX-950) with serine protease NS3/4A confirms
the bond layout of catalytic Ser139 bound to the C-α carbon of the ketoamide warhead
(PDB: 3SV6) [53]. Ligand interactions with frequently mutated protein sites provide
a molecular basis for clinically occurring drug resistance. Importantly, covalent and
noncovalently bound ligands may coexist in the crystal structure, as was demonstrated for
reversible covalent cyanoacrylamide inhibitors targeting non-conserved cysteine Cys909
in an induced fit binding pocket of Janus kinase JAK3 (Figure 6D) (PDB: 5LWN) [122].
Other notable examples of reversible inhibitors are crystal structures of the first clinically
approved proteasome inhibitor bortezomib (PS-341) [139] covalently bound to Thr1 of
yeast 20S proteasome through the boronic acid moiety (PDB: 2F16) [51], COVID-19 drug
nirmatrelvir (PF-07321332) forming a reversible covalent thioimidate adduct with catalytic
cysteine Cys145 of SARS-CoV-2 Mpro protease in crystals formed by co-crystallization (PDB:
7RFW) or by soaking the apo crystal (PDB: 7RFS) [47], and the structure-based design of
reversible covalent BTK inhibitors with tunable residence times [55].

4. Intrinsic Fluorescence/Absorbance

Covalent thiol addition can change the intrinsic spectroscopic properties of certain
ligands and can be used to monitor covalent adduct formation in plate-based fluorescence/
absorbance assays. Generating a chemical tool or an activity-based probe (ABP) by introducing
a fluorophore or fluorescent leaving group to the ligand core will be discussed in more detail
in Section 6. In this work, we will focus on ligands that do not require late-stage structural
modifications because they contain a structural motif that has intrinsic spectroscopic
properties [140], with a detectable change upon covalent adduct formation. This method
is not generally applicable as there are strict structural limitations to the ligand core and
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nature of the electrophilic warhead. The main advantage of intrinsic spectroscopic methods
is the compatibility with plate-based HTS assays, and catalytic activity is not required.
The latter is directly a major drawback as it is impossible to discriminate between desired
adduct formation with the intended cysteine thiol and undesired adduct formation with
untargeted thiols present in the reaction buffer. This method always needs orthogonal
validation as noncovalent binding events can also induce detectable changes in intrinsic
fluorescence/absorbance [141].

The Rauh group [142] reported a plate-based assay for direct detection of covalent
bond formation of quinazoline- and quinoline-based kinase inhibitors with an attached
conjugated electron-deficient group such as an acrylamide warhead (Figure 7A). The
unbound inhibitor exhibits weak fluorescence emission upon excitation due to photo-induced
electron transfer (PET) from the quinazoline/quinoline core to the attached conjugated
Michael acceptor. Covalent thiol adduct formation enhances the quantum yield and
can thus be detected as an increase in the fluorescence emission as was illustrated for
recombinant cSrcS345C mutant (Cys345 mutation on an isostructural position to Cys797
in EGFR) with irreversible covalent quinazoline PD168393 but not with a noncovalent
analogue [142].
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Figure 7. Direct detection of changes in intrinsic spectroscopic properties upon covalent thiol
addition. (A) Thiol addition increases intrinsic fluorescence intensity of quinazoline and quinoline
cores with an attached conjugated Michael acceptor [142]. Detection of increased fluorescence
intensity upon adduct formation for irreversible covalent inhibitor PD168393 with cSrcS345C but not
for the noncovalent analogue. (B) Release of 4-methylbenzene-sulfinic acid results in a detectable
absorption increase upon covalent adduct formation of inhibitors NSC697923 and BAY 11-7082 with
Ubc13WT [143]. (C) Intrinsic absorption in the UV-visible spectrum of N-isopropyl cyanoacrylamide
CN-NHiPr decreases upon nucleophilic thiol addition [54]. The reappearance of signal upon protein
denaturation or proteolysis-induced inhibitor dissociation is indicative of a reversible covalent
binding mode.

Analogous to fluorogenic substrates that release a fluorescent group upon proteolytic
cleavage [144], certain irreversible covalent inhibitors release a (detectable) leaving group
upon covalent thiol addition (Figure 7B). This concept has been utilized to monitor covalent
adduct formation of covalent inhibitors NSC697923 and BAY 11-7082 with E2 ubiquitin
conjugating enzyme Ubc13 [143]: elimination of 4-methylbenzene-sulfinic acid upon
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covalent thiol addition can be monitored by an increase in absorbance in the UV-visible
spectrum directly related to covalent adduct formation.

Reversible covalent binding and reversibility assays. Detection of intrinsic fluorescence
is compatible with reversible covalent inhibition, as demonstrated by the Taunton group
for thiol addition to reversible covalent kinase inhibitors bearing a cyanoacrylamide
warhead [54]. They report that unbound N-isopropyl cyanoacrylamide CN-NHiPr has
a strong intrinsic absorption in the UV-visible spectrum that disappears upon treatment
with excess recombinant RSK2 kinase domain, which is consistent with nucleophilic thiol
addition of Cys436 to the cyanoacrylamide warhead (Figure 7C). Reversibility could then
be assessed by exposing covalent RSK2–CN-NHiPr adduct to denaturing conditions or
proteolytic digestion to induce target dissociation: the reappearance of the absorption peak
(and LC-MS detection of recovered unbound cyanoacrylamide) is in agreement with a
reversible covalent binding mode.

5. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

Ligand-observed NMR analysis was the predominant method to detect covalent bond
formation between enzyme and covalent inhibitor prior to the rise in popularity of MS
analysis or protein crystallography [39]. A change in the chemical environment resultant from
(non)covalent interactions causes a detectable change in the resonance frequency (typically
reported as a ‘chemical shift’) and the coupling of nuclei with a nonzero nuclear spin (e.g., 1H,
13C, 15N) in the magnetic field of the NMR spectrometer. An overview of NMR spectroscopy
principles for protein–ligand interactions can be found elsewhere [145–147]. Nowadays,
NMR studies are employed in structure-based drug discovery and NMR screening for covalent
(fragment) ligands [148,149] and have been used for ligand binding site mapping and structural
elucidation of various covalent ligands. In macromolecular structure determination, NMR and
protein crystallography can be complementary techniques [150,151], and NMR-resolved
macromolecular (ligand-bound) structures are also deposited to the publicly accessible
Protein Data Bank (PDB). Solution structures of covalent adducts have been deposited for
compounds bound to protein targets [152–154] but also to minor groove duplex DNA: for
example, the covalent adduct of chemotherapy drug mitomycin C (UGN-101) with a DNA
9-mer (PDB: 199D) [155] and the alkylating agent duocarmycin A covalently bound to a
DNA 7-mer (PDB: 107D) [156]. Contrary to protein crystallography, NMR techniques are
compatible with the characterization of binding mode reversibility by performing dialysis
experiments [154], and ligand binding can be quantified to determine kinetic parameters
(e.g., dissociation constant KD) [146,147,157,158].

Macromolecular structure determination typically involves multiple different NMR
experiments to interrogate the different facets of the covalent adduct, but 2D NMR techniques
that detect the scalar (through multiple bonds) correlation of protein atoms to ligand atoms
(e.g., pulse programs based on (HSQC-)TOCSY, HMBC, or 2D-INADEQUATE) ultimately
provide the most conclusive NMR-based evidence of a covalent protein–drug adduct
because these correlations are exclusive to covalent adducts. Unfortunately, protein signals
often overlap with ligand signals, making it practically impossible to confidently discern
the correlation between a ligand atom and a protein atom in a covalent adduct because
correlations of atoms residing in the same ligand/protein (that do not require a covalent
adduct) overlap [153]. In this section, we will feature the two main detection principles:
protein-observed NMR and ligand-observed NMR.

Protein-observed NMR. Protein-observed NMR experiments compare the signals originating
from the protein in an unbound state to the protein–ligand complex; ligand binding
changes the chemical environment of amino acids in the proximity of the ligand, inducing
chemical shift perturbations that can be used to map the ligand binding site onto the
protein structure [147,159]. Given the vast number of atoms in a protein and the low
natural abundance of the most suitable isotopes (e.g., 13C, 15N), protein-observed NMR
spectroscopy typically involves the production and purification of a uniform isotope-labeled
protein along with recording a reference spectrum of the unbound protein to enable
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the assignment of peaks to specific protein atoms [160–162]. Protein-observed NMR
experiments can be used to gain structural insight into ligand binding in solution, which is
particularly useful for targets that are not compatible with crystallization or conformations
that do not crystallize: for example, solution protein-observed NMR spectra revealed that
noncovalent kinase inhibitor imatinib binds to c-Abl in a previously unidentified open
state [163]. Furthermore, NMR experiments were employed to identify the binding site
of covalent inhibitors of the S. aureus Sortase A enzyme (Sa-SrtA), and used to solve the
structure of the covalent adduct (PDB: 2MLM, 6R1V) [153,154]. However, protein-observed
NMR techniques are typically restricted to relatively small proteins (<50 kDa), and most
techniques used in macromolecular structure elucidation (e.g., [15N,1H]-HSQC) cannot
directly discriminate between a covalent or a noncovalent ligand. It is advisable to employ
additional ligand-observed experiments or orthogonal techniques (e.g., MS analysis) for
covalent adduct validation: protein-observed NMR experiments technically only provide
indirect evidence on covalency [160,164].

Ligand-observed NMR. In ligand-observed NMR experiments, a change in the chemical
shift of the ligand signals in the protein-ligand complex is compared relative to the ligand
signals in the unbound ligand. The most popular ligand-observed NMR techniques for
fragment screening (e.g., saturation transfer difference spectroscopy and its variants) are
based on the NOE principle (proximity in space) and thus cannot discriminate between
binding of covalent or noncovalent ligands [160,165]. 1H NMR chemical shift perturbations
can be employed to distinguish unbound ligand from a covalent protein–ligand adduct,
and support the identification of the adduct isoform [166]. In addition to validation of
covalent adduct formation, 1D 1H NMR approaches enable indirect quantification of
covalent occupancy by integration of the disappearing unbound ligand signals [39,167].
However, 1H NMR experiments are typically only performed for adduct formation with
small molecule thiol reagents (e.g., GSH) as overlapping background signals originating
from protein hydrogens limit the practical application [39,167].

Direct detection of the covalent protein–ligand adduct by ligand-observed 13C NMR
experiments is a more feasible approach but requires chemical synthesis of the ligand with
a 13C-labeled warhead to improve the signal over the background; otherwise, the naturally
occurring 13C signals in the ligand will be lost among those originating from the protein.
The 13C chemical shift perturbations of adjacent carbons in the electrophilic warhead can be
significant upon covalent thiol modification, especially compared to the less pronounced shifts
induced by noncovalent binding interactions [168]. Detection of chemical shift perturbations
of (isotope-labeled) epoxy succinyl peptides upon cysteine protease papain binding was
successfully utilized to detect the covalent adduct along with identification of the covalent
modification site [169]. Moreover, 13C NMR APT (attached proton test) experiments can be
indicative of covalent adduct formation with unsaturated electrophiles (e.g., acrylamide): the
phasing of the vinyl carbon adjacent to the reactive carbon in the unbound acrylamide is
negative (CH) but is positive (CH2) in the covalent adduct.

Future application of ligand-observed NMR may be extended beyond the common
13C NMR and 1H NMR without the chemical introduction of an isotope-labeled atom
for warheads bearing naturally abundant reactive atoms compatible with NMR (e.g., 31P
or 19F in fluorophosphonates). 11B NMR has been employed to detect the tetrahedral
adduct of boronic acid covalently bound to Ser195 in the serine protease trypsin [170]. This
label-free approach has only been employed to study model reagents [171], but there still are
seemingly unexplored opportunities for covalent adduct detection of boronic acid-bearing
inhibitors (e.g., proteasome inhibitor bortezomib) with their pharmaceutical target.

Reversible inhibition and reversibility assays. An important advantage of NMR-based
detection of covalent adducts is the compatibility with reversible covalent inhibitors.
Especially when the covalent adduct is too short-lived to be isolated or detected due to rapid
inhibitor dissociation under MS/sample preparation conditions as NMR enables detection
in (aqueous) solution [54]. Ligand-observed 13C NMR analyses were already performed
in 1986 [172] to obtain evidence for the formation of a thioimidate ester adduct between
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a nitrile ligand and the active site sulfhydryl of cysteine protease papain (Figure 8A).
Incubation of active papain with the [13C]-labeled nitrile inhibitor resulted in the appearance
of a resonance signal at 182 ppm in 13C NMR in accordance with a covalent thioimidate
ester adduct. The rapid disappearance of the thioimidate signal and increase of unbound
inhibitor signal (~117 ppm) was detected upon treatment of the covalent adduct with
glacial acid (AcOH) and thiol-trapping reagent 2,2′-Dipyridyldisulfide (DPS), indicative
of a reversible covalent binding mode. Similar ligand-observed NMR studies have been
performed to provide evidence for reversible covalent adduct formation of cathepsin K
with a [13C, 15N4]-diacylhydrazine [173] and papain with a [13C]-cyanimide [174]. A more
recent example of ligand-observed NMR analysis aided elucidation of the binding mode
of Ca2+ sensitizer levosimendan (Figure 8B), a clinical drug for heart failure treatment
whose exact mechanism of action remained elusive for over 20 years after its discovery.
Formation of a thioimidate bond between the electrophilic malonitrile moiety and cardiac
troponin C (cTnC) was always assumed to have an important role [175], but evidence
for this reversible covalent binding mode was finally provided in 2016 by employing
[13C3]-levosimendan in ligand-observed 13C NMR studies [176]. The disappearance of
unbound [13C3]-levosimendan signals (~120 ppm) along with the appearance of new
signals (~160 ppm) is in agreement with predicted chemical shifts for a thioimidate adduct
between the electrophilic malonitrile moiety on levosimendan and a cysteine thiol in cTnC.
Lack of adduct in presence of cTnCC84S but not cTnCC35S validates Cys84 as the covalently
modified amino acid residue [29].
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Figure 8. Ligand-observed 13C NMR detection of covalent protein–drug adducts. (A) Chemical
shift perturbation of the electrophilic 13C-labeled carbon in unbound nitrile [13C]-1b relative
to the thioimidate ester adduct provides evidence of a covalent papain–nitrile adduct [172].
Detection of unbound nitrile upon treatment with glacial acid (AcOH) and thiol-trapping reagent
2,2′-Dipyridyldisulfide (DPS) is indicative of a reversible covalent binding mode. (B) Ligand-observed
NMR studies with 13C-labeled levosimendan provide evidence for reversible covalent binding to a
cysteine thiol in cardiac troponin C (cTnC) [176].

6. Activity-Based Protein Profiling (ABPP)

Activity-based protein profiling (ABPP) is a chemical biology technique that employs
covalent activity-based probes (ABPs) to characterize covalent enzyme modification in
relevant biological systems (e.g., live cells, in vivo) [104,177–180]. Pioneered in the labs of
Cravatt [181] and Bogyo [182], ABP entailed a reactive group with a detection tag (e.g.,
fluorophore, radiolabeled isotope), or enrichment handle (e.g., biotin), that covalently
modified catalytic serine/cysteine residues in active and uninhibited enzyme [178,183].
This general structure design is mostly maintained in modern ABPs that typically comprise
an electrophilic moiety that forms a covalent bond with a nucleophilic amino acid residue,
a reporter group (e.g., fluorophore, enrichment handle, bioorthogonal handle) to detect the
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covalent adduct, and optionally, a recognition element for target/class-selectivity (Figure 9A).
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Figure 9. Strategies for covalent adduct detection with drug-derived activity-based probes (ABPs).
(A) General design principle for covalent drug-derived ABPs. A fluorophore, detection tag, or
enrichment handle is introduced onto the parent covalent drug bearing a recognition element and
a covalent warhead. (B) Detection of covalently modified proteins with one-step ABPs. Proteome
is treated with one-step ABP, proteins are resolved by gel electrophoresis or affinity purification,
and modified targets are detected by in-gel fluorescence or immunoblotting or by chemoproteomic
evaluation. (C) Detection of covalent adducts with two-step ABPs. Proteome is incubated with a
two-step ABP bearing a small bioorthogonal handle (step 1), followed by bioorthogonal coupling of a
fluorophore, detection tag, or enrichment handle (step 2), with subsequent analysis as shown for the
one-step ABPs.

Nowadays, ABP development is not limited to catalytic amino acid residues: a wide
range of ABPs is available from general residue-specific agents (e.g., iodoacetamide (IAc)-based
thiol-alkylating reagents for cysteines [184]) and class-specific ABPs (e.g., fluorophosphonate-based
probes for serine hydrolyses [177], ubiquitin-based probes for DUBs [185], ATP-based probes for
kinases [186]) to target-selective ABPs [36] (e.g., ibrutinib-based ABPs for BTK [11]). The field has
since expanded beyond truly activity-based probes: ABPs targeting noncatalytic residues
also label catalytic inactive mutants, thus not requiring catalytic activity [11]. ABPP has a
prominent role in covalent drug discovery [178,187,188]: not only for identification of new
covalent hits in covalent (fragment) screening [189] but also to identify cellular/in vivo covalently
modified (off-target) proteins, thereby derisking covalent inhibitor development [2,190]. The
latter is emphasized by the recent work of van Esbroeck et al. [191]: multiple off-target
lipases targeted by fatty acid amide hydrolase (FAAH) inhibitor BIA 10-2474 were identified
by competitive ABPP, providing a possible explanation for the clinical neurotoxicity with a
lethal outcome for one of the human subjects in the phase I clinical trial (2016). This tragic
example highlights why the identification of potential covalent off-target modifications by
(competitive) ABPP is recommended to be an integral part of the early-stage covalent drug
development [190].

Drug-derived ABPs are designed in two flavors: one-step ABPs (Figure 9B) and two-step
ABPs (Figure 9C). One-step ABPs are generated by the introduction of a (fluorescent) detection
tag or an enrichment handle onto the parent drug by chemical synthesis. The tag or handle is
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introduced in a position that does not interfere with target binding, as indicated by structural
data (e.g., crystal structure, docking simulations) or SAR analysis. The introduction of a large
tag/handle can modify ligand reactivity, target selectivity, as well as cell permeability [192].
Similar to one-step ABPs, two-step ABPs are generated from the parent drug but now a small
and nonperturbing bioorthogonal handle is introduced, to which the actual detection group
(fluorophore, enrichment handle) is clicked in the second step (Figure 9C). This bioorthogonal
handle is less likely to have a pronounced effect on ligand selectivity, which is why evaluation
of a two-step ABP is recommended in an early stage of covalent drug development to identify
potential off-target effects [32,190]. Here, the proteome is treated with the two-step ABP
bearing a small bioorthogonal handle (step 1), followed by the coupling of a relatively large
detection tag or enrichment handle (step 2). Traditionally, the coupling reaction employs
the Huisgen Copper-catalyzed Alkyne–Azide Cycloaddition (CuAAC) reaction between
alkynes and azides (‘Click’ chemistry) [193,194], but alternative bioorthogonal reactions
are available [192,195] such as the Strain-Promoted Alkyne–Azide Cycloaddition (SPAAC)
between strained alkynes and azides [196], or the Inverse Electron Demand Diels Alder
(IEDDA) reaction between (fluorogenic) tetrazines and strained dienophiles [197]. Two-step
ABPs enable incubation in the native environment and are more likely the retain the
membrane-penetrating properties of the parent inhibitor and are thus compatible with in situ
and in vivo applications [104,198]. The success of this approach has recently been illustrated
for inhibitors with various targets [32], among them the BTK inhibitor ibrutinib [11,190], JAK3
inhibitor ritlecitinib (PF-06651600) [199], KRASG12C inhibitor adagrasib (MRTX849) [103],
and anti-obesity drug orlistat [200]. Two-step clickable ABPs facilitate the coupling of a dual
biotin/TAMRA-azide, allowing both in-gel fluorescence scanning for the TAMRA fluorophore
and immunoblotting for the biotin tag in gel-based evaluation, and the biotin tag can also
be utilized as an enrichment handle in chemoproteomic evaluation. The success of this
dual approach is illustrated by clickable two-step ABPs equipped with a bioorthogonal
alkyne handle: ABP PF-06789402 based on the scaffold of JAK3/TEC family kinase inhibitor
ritlecitinib (PF-06651600) [199], and ABP selinexor-yne derived from clinically approved
covalent XPO1 inhibitor selinexor (KPT-330) [201].

Altogether, ABPP is a powerful tool to identify (un)desired covalent modification in
a relevant biological setting. In this work, we will discuss the detection of the covalent
adduct in whole proteome with gel electrophoresis platforms (Section 6.1), chemoproteomic
platforms (Section 6.2), and homogeneous (plate-based) platforms (Section 6.3).

6.1. Gel Electrophoresis Platforms (In-gel Fluorescence, Immunoblotting)

Gel electrophoresis platforms were among the earliest ABPP methods to interrogate
enzyme activity in complex mixtures and are still a common method for rapid evaluation of
inhibitor specificity [178]. A typical workflow (Figure 9B) involves incubation of recombinant
protein or a whole proteome (e.g., cell lysate) with a one-step ABP followed by sample
preparation under denaturing conditions (e.g., heating in presence of a reducing agent such
as BME or TCEP) to simultaneously remove unreacted ABP and promote dissociation of
noncovalent complexes. Then, the treated proteome is submitted to gel electrophoresis, and
covalent adducts are visualized by in-gel fluorescence scanning for the fluorophore (e.g.,
TAMRA, Cy5, BODIPY) [11,199,201] or immunoblotting for a reporter tag or enrichment
handle (e.g., biotin, GST, His) [202], with a band appearing at the adduct mass (kDa).
Gel-based ABP analysis is fast but is less informative than chemoproteomic approaches
(discussed in Section 6.2). Identifying the exact protein target in a proteome can be challenging
as proteins of similar mass may overlap on the gel, which may be addressed by comparative
ABPP with knock-out cell lines [203,204]. Competitive ABPP experiments are typically
conducted to validate that the ABP has the same specificity as the inhibitor [11,199,205,206]:
treatment with parent BTK inhibitor ibrutinib (PCI-32765) precludes labeling with cell-permeable
fluorescent ABP PCI-33380 (Figure 10A) [11]. The modified amino acid can be identified
indirectly by treatment of (recombinant) protein with a single point-mutation [11,83,206], or
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by competitive labeling of the parent inhibitor with a validated residue-selective ABP (that
is not derived from the inhibitor of interest) [178,207].
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Figure 10. Gel electrophoresis platforms for covalent adduct detection with drug-derived ABPs.
(A) Competitive ABPP. The fluorescence scan for the BODIPY-FL fluorophore reveals that BTK labeling
in DOHH2 cells by cell-permeable one-step fluorescent ABP PCI-33380 is precluded by pretreatment
with irreversible covalent parent inhibitor ibrutinib [11]. (B) The fluorescent signal originating from
reversible covalent UCHL1–8RK59 adduct is not observed using harsh sample treatment prior to
gel electrophoresis (boiling in presence of reducing agent BME) but can be observed using milder
conditions (sample preparation in presence of reducing agent TCEP) [207]. Covalent adduct formation
is validated using intact protein analysis by top-down MS.

Most covalent drugs are too small to cause a detectable shift in electrophoresis
upon covalent adduct formation, thus requiring modification with a detection group.
Nevertheless, a DNA electrophoretic mobility shift assay [208] has been employed to
validate the covalent binding mode of lurbinectedin (PM01183) to naked DNA, despite its
relatively small mass (785 Da).

Reversible inhibition. ABPs bearing a reversible covalent warhead are compatible
with gel-based analysis, as illustrated with cyanimide-based ABPs IMP-1710 [84] and
8RK59 [207] targeting deubiquitinating enzyme UCHL1 (Figure 10B). Importantly, reaction
conditions required careful optimization as the fluorescent covalent adduct could not be
detected after sample preparation under denaturing conditions: heating BODIPY-labeled
UCHL1–8RK59 adduct to 94 ◦C in presence of reducing agent β-mercaptoethanol (BME)
promoted covalent target disengagement [207]. Subsequent chemoproteomic evaluation
with 8RK64, an alkyne-bearing derivative of 8RK59, revealed enrichment of not only
UCHL1 but also protein deglycase PARK7/DJ1, an attractive target in Parkinson’s disease
with a similar molecular mass that overlaps with UCHL1 by gel analysis. The discovery of
this off-target modification has since aided the development of selective chemical tools to
study PARK7 activity [209].
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Quantification of covalent occupancy. Direct gel-based strategies are typically used for
qualitative (visual) identification of binding partners in cellular proteomes as low throughput
gel electrophoresis strategies are associated with large error margins originating from
deviations in gel loading volumes and protein distribution on the gel. Our group reported a
direct quantitative approach to calculate relevant kinetic parameters from time-dependent
covalent occupancy of purified recombinant cysteine protease USP16 with irreversible
covalent Rho-Ub-ABPs [83]. Cellular JAK3 occupancy after pretreatment with ritlecitinib
(PF-06651600) was assessed with two-step ABP PF-06789402 [199]. Lysate was treated
with biotin/TAMRA–azide, enriched for ABP-modified uninhibited proteins by pulldown
with streptavidin beads, and resolved by SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis to quantify the
remaining uninhibited JAK3 by immunoblotting. A popular though indirect approach
in the preclinical development of BTK inhibitors is to derive inhibitor target engagement
from the fluorescent ABP labeling of the remaining unbound protein: inhibitor-treated
proteome is incubated with a target-selective fluorescent ABP (not necessarily derived from
the parent inhibitor) that only binds to unbound BTK, and ABP-bound BTK is quantified
by in-gel fluorescence. This approach has been successfully applied with irreversible
BODIPY-labeled BTK-selective ABP PRN-933 to assess occupancy of reversible covalent
BTK inhibitor rilzabrutinib (PRN-1008) in human PBMCs [49], and in the development of
reversible covalent BTK inhibitors with irreversible ABP PP-BODIPY [55]. Competition with
general thiol-reactive ABPs (e.g., IAc–alkyne, TMR–maleimide) is of little use in gel-based
ABP analysis as blocking a single cysteine residue will not perturb the ABP from binding
to other available cysteine residues in the same protein, thus still resulting in a detectable
signal on the gel. Importantly, blocking adduct formation with a selective irreversible ABP
provides indirect evidence on the ligand binding site [74] but is not suitable to identify the
modified amino acid by itself as this also could be a(n) (allo)steric effect.

Scintillation autoradiography (fluorography). Drug-derived ABPs bearing a radioisotope
tag (e.g., 125I) used to be the primary mode for the detection of catalytically active cysteine
proteases [210,211]. Nowadays, radiolabeled inhibitors prepared for in vivo ADME (Absorption,
Distribution, Metabolism, and Excretion) studies and PK (pharmacokinetic) profiling [212]
are occasionally employed as radioactive ABPs where the radioactive atom (typically
14C or 3H) serves as a small, non-perturbing tag. Radioactivity originating from the
radiolabeled covalent adduct is detected after removal of unbound and noncovalently
bound radiolabeled inhibitor by gel electrophoresis on polyacrylamide/SDS-PAGE gels
(fluorography) [213] or by filtration with stringent washing (liquid scintillation
counting) [213,214]. This technique has recently been employed to validate the covalent
adduct formation of neratinib (HKI-272) with HER2, using neratinib-derived ABP [14C]HKI-272
([14C]-25o) on recombinant HER2 cytoplasmic domain or in intact BT474 cells [16,215].
Similarly, in vivo covalent alkylation of hemoglobin by RRx-001 (ABDNAZ) in red blood
cells from various species was detected using radiolabeled ABP [14C]RRx-001 [216]. Finally,
scientists at Takeda Pharmaceutical developed a direct competitive ligand binding assay to
quantify covalent occupancy and determine the inhibitory potency (kinact/KI) of irreversible
EGFR inhibitor canertinib (CI-1033) [214]: time-dependent radioactivity originating from
the covalent adduct with radiolabeled ABP [3H]CI-1033 (after filtration to remove unbound
ABP) was quantified by liquid scintillation counting.

6.2. Chemoproteomic Platforms

Chemoproteomic protein profiling is a sensitive MS-based ABPP technology predominantly
employed to evaluate the proteome-wide selectivity of covalent inhibitors and identify
(undesired) cellular targets for covalent modification in complex mixtures (e.g., cell lysate,
live cells, tissue) [38,104,190,191,217–219]. A general chemoproteomic procedure involves
incubation of the proteome with ABP, coupling to an enrichment handle (e.g., biotin–azide,
Figure 9C), and pull-down to enrich for ABP-modified proteins on beads. Stringent washing
is performed to remove noncovalently bound proteins and eliminate nonspecific binders,
followed by bottom-up MS/MS analysis of modified proteins. Quantification of relative
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protein abundance can be achieved with label-free quantitative methods comparing relative
changes in two (or more) individual biological samples [198,219–221].

The majority of chemoproteomic formats are indirect, detecting proteins modified by a
general thiol-alkylating or cysteine ABP (e.g., IAc–alkyne) [189,222,223] in presence and absence
of the covalent inhibitor of interest, from which inhibitor-binding is deduced [178,187,223].
For this purpose, classic broad-spectrum reactivity ABPs targeting various amino acid
residues and protein classes are (commercially) available [36,38,186,223]. In particular,
the isoTOP-ABPP (isotopic Tandem Orthogonal Activity-based Protein Profiling) platform is
an established indirect competitive method to simultaneously identify (off-)target modified
proteins in whole proteomes together with the exact site of protein modification [2,190,222,224].
The role of predominantly indirect competition methods in (fragment-based) covalent
drug development has been reviewed before [36,38,225]. In this work, we will focus
on the (less prevalent) direct approaches in which the ABP is derived from the parent
inhibitor. Direct (competitive) chemoproteomic approaches with drug-derived ABPs
have the potential to identify lower abundance protein targets and can overcome the
bias in global cysteine reactivity experiments with general thiol-reactive ABPs: inhibitor
binding is only detected if the amino acid residue is targeted by the competing ABP, even
though the inhibitor might be interacting with other amino acid residues [103,198]. Such
targetable, or ‘druggable’, cysteines in human proteins were recently collated in the publicly
available curated repository CysDB [226]. The success of a direct approach is illustrated by
the FDA-approved anti-obesity drug tetrahydrolipstatin (THL, orlistat) (Figure 11A): MS
analysis following pull-down of modified proteins in cancer cell lines treated with two-step
ABP THL-R did not only confirm binding to fatty acid synthase (FAS) but also identified
other (off-)target proteins that aid its early development as an anticancer agent [200].

High-throughput proteomic methods may involve metabolic or chemical labeling
with stable heavy isotopes prior to MS analysis to enable absolute protein quantification
and multiplexed measurements (mix of multiple samples/reaction conditions) minimizing
run-to-run deviations [221,227]. The popular SILAC-ABPP platform (Figure 11B) is a metabolic
isotope-labeling methodology, thus being restricted to stable cell lines as generating
isotope-labeled controls is challenging for tissue or primary cell line samples [228]. SILAC-ABPP
combines ABPP with SILAC (stable-isotope labeling by amino acids in cell culture) [229,230]
to assess the identity of covalent modified proteins. Cells are cultured in normal (light)
or isotope-labeled (heavy) medium, treated with DMSO or ABP, and mixed after lysis.
Modified proteins are detected by bottom-up LC/LC-MS/MS analysis after enrichment for
covalent protein–ABP adducts. The isotope labeling of the proteome is crucial to calculate
the SILAC ratio compared to the untreated sample (proteins with SILAC ratios ≥ 3–5 are
designated as targeted). SILAC-ABPP analysis with an ibrutinib-derived ABP identified
established off-target kinases as well as specific non-kinase targets from structurally and
functionally diverse protein families in Ramos cells, including the uncharacterized protein
FAM213A [190]. Typically, complementary competitive SILAC-ABPP experiments are
performed to ensure that the drug-derived ABP has the same selectivity as the parent
inhibitor: over 400 proteins were identified in a SILAC experiment with an adagrasib-derived
ABP (Figure 11B) but only KRASG12 significantly decreased upon pretreatment with
clinically approved KRASG12C inhibitor adagrasib (MRTX849) [103].
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Figure 11. Chemoproteomic approaches to identify covalently modified (off-)target proteins in whole
proteomes. Pretreatment with inhibitor blocks drug-derived ABP binding and protein enrichment,
resulting in a lower abundance of target protein compared to the DMSO-treated (control) sample.
(A) Label-free protein target detection in pull-down experiment with drug-derived ABP THL-R to
identify in situ protein targets of orlistat (THL) in HepG2 cells [200]. ABP-bound proteins are enriched
on avidin-agarose beads and submitted to bottom-up MS/MS evaluation. (B) Multiplexed detection
of cellular protein targets of KRASG12C inhibitor adagrasib (MRTX849) in a competitive SILAC-ABPP
experiment [103]. NCI-H358 cells cultured in normal (light) or isotope-labeled (heavy) medium
(metabolic stable isotope-labeling) are incubated with DMSO or adagrasib, and the mixture of heavy
and light lysate is then treated with drug-derived two-step ABP 24. ABP-bound proteins are enriched
on azide-labeled agarose beads and submitted to bottom-up MS/MS for identification and relative
quantitation of enriched protein abundance (SILAC ratio). (C) Identification and quantitation of novel
protein targets for inhibitor THZ1 in a CITe-ID experiment [231]. Cell lysates preincubated with DMSO
(control) or THZ1 (inhibitor) are treated with drug-derived desthiobiotinylated ABP THZ1-DTB
and enriched for DTB-modified proteolytic peptides. Primary amines are labeled with a unique
isobaric iTRAQ reagent in each sample, and samples are combined for multiplexed RP-SAX-RP
MS/MS analysis.

Chemical isotope-labeling methods are compatible with samples that are not amendable
for SILAC, such as endogenous (human) tissue samples [104], as chemical isotope-labeling
can be performed during sample preparation [221,232]. These methods are typically
indirect, employing classic broad-spectrum reactivity ABPs. Among the most popular
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methodologies are isoTOP-ABPP [222,224,233] using isotope-labeled TEV protease-cleavable
Click reagents (TEV tags), isoDTB-ABPP employing isotopically-labeled desthiobiotin
(isoDTB) tags [234], rdTOP-ABPP [235] employing stable-isotope diMe labeling of primary
amines (peptide N-terminus and lysine ε-amino group) [227,236–239], and TMT-ABPP [240]
employing tandem mass tags (TMT) such as isobaric amine-reactive iTRAQ or TMTTM multiplex
tags [221,241]. Recently, the CITe-Id (covalent inhibitor target-site identification) platform was
reported [231], enabling unbiased identification and detection of modified proteins and inhibitor
target site in the whole proteome by competing drug-derived desthiobiotinylated ABP with
its parent inhibitor (Figure 11C). The success of this approach was illustrated with one-step
ABP THZ1-DTB, a desthiobiotinylated analogue of cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK7) inhibitor
THZ1, focusing on the eight cysteine residues competitively modified by THZ1 in a
dose-dependent manner [231]. Among the newly identified THZ1 targets was Cys840
of PKN3, and CITe-Id streamlined the development of first-in-class PKN3 inhibitor JZ128.
Proteomic platforms to assess the global electrophile selectivity are under development [242],
as are improved competitive platforms to assess covalent inhibitor reactivity [225].

Reversible inhibition and reversibility assays. Direct chemoproteomic assessment of
cellular protein targets can be challenging for reversible covalent inhibitors, as proteolytic
digestion can induce dissociation of a reversible covalent ABP. Successful identification
of cellular targets for (slow) reversible covalent cyanimides targeting UCHL1 has been
reported with biotinylated one-step ABP 11RK73 and clickable two-step ABP 8RK64 [207].
The proteome-wide reactivity of reversible inhibitors is typically assessed in competitive
proteomic experiments, which is not necessarily restricted to covalent binding modes [239,243].
The Cravatt group [244] demonstrated that it is not only possible to evaluate the proteome-wide
reactivity of reversible covalent cysteine-directing compounds with competitive isoTOP-ABPP,
but that adaptation of this method by the introduction of a gel filtration (GF) step before
treatment with the thiol-alkylating ABP can be employed to evaluate the reversibility of
the covalent adduct.

Quantification of covalent occupancy. Application of broad-spectrum ABPs to monitor
ligand target engagement in native systems has been performed in model organisms (in vivo
or ex vivo) and human tissue (ex vivo), with quantitation of relative protein abundance in
presence of inhibitor compared to an untreated sample [104,198]. Occasionally, competitive
ABPP experiments with drug-derived ABPs are performed. Time-dependent JAK3 occupancy
in mouse spleen upon oral administration of ritlecitinib (PF-06651600) was monitored
with drug-derived ABP PF-06789402: homogenized spleens were treated (ex vivo) with
drug-derived ABP PF-06789402, enriched for ABP-modified proteins, and each sample was
treated with a unique isobaric TMT-10plex tag to label (reactive) amines for multiplexed
MS/MS analysis [199].

6.3. Homogeneous (Plate-Based) Platforms

Gel electrophoresis (Section 6.1) and chemoproteomic platforms (Section 6.2) require the
removal of the unbound ABP or enrichment for modified proteins prior to the detection of a
covalent protein–ABP adduct. In this section, we will discuss a few approaches that enable direct
covalent adduct detection in a complex mixture (compatible with in situ/live cell imaging).

Traditional fluorescent ABPs suffer from a high fluorescence background as they
are also fluorescent in their unbound state, and are thus less suitable for homogeneous
applications that do not involve removal of the unbound ABP (e.g., live cell imaging,
in vitro microplate-based activity assays). Turn-on fluorogenic and quenched ABPs are a
subtype of fluorescent ABPs that only become fluorescent after covalent adduct formation.
Quenched ABPs (qABPs) were originally developed in the Bogyo lab [245] to enable
dynamic imaging of cysteine protease activity in living cells. Here, the fluorophore is
‘dark’ until the quencher is released/removed upon covalent thiol addition, generating
a fluorescent covalent enzyme–inhibitor adduct. Adduct formation can be monitored by
traditional in-gel fluorescence, but the low intrinsic fluorescent background also enables
monitoring fluorescence intensity in homogeneous plate-based read-outs; non-invasive
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real-time optical imaging of cysteine protease activity is possible in intact (live) cells, and
even in vivo [246–248]. Most qABPs targeting serines [249,250] or cysteines [182,246–248,251]
were developed as chemical tools to study enzyme activity. Target-selective qABPs typically
have a peptidic recognition element with the exception of a BTK kinase qABP derived
from the noncovalent core of ibrutinib [252] (Figure 12A). The major drawback to turning a
covalent ligand into a qABP is the mandatory replacement of the warhead with a suitable
electrophile (e.g., acyloxymethyl ketone (AOMK) [245], phenoxymethyl ketone (PMK) [246],
urea triazole [249,253]) to enable nucleophilic substitution of the quencher/fluorophore
upon covalent adduct formation: the thiol-reactive electrophiles consisting of a carbonyl
with a leaving group on the α-carbon may have a different intrinsic chemical reactivity
than the original warhead [26,27,254], and the qABP (thiol) reactivity may no longer be
representative of the parent ligand.

A more generally applicable approach for thiol-reactive covalent small molecule
inhibitors was recently reported by the London group [255]: CoLDR (Covalent Ligand
Directed Release) turn-on ABPs were generated by late-stage functionalization of covalent
inhibitors containing the popular acrylamide warhead (Figure 12B). Modification of the
acrylamide warhead on the α-carbon generates substituted α-methacrylamide warheads
that release a (detectable) leaving group upon thiol addition, turning the covalent inhibitor
into a turn-on fluorogenic, chemiluminescent, or otherwise functionalized ABP while maintaining
the acrylamide geometry. This elegant approach was illustrated with a turn-on fluorogenic
ABP based on covalent BTK inhibitor ibrutinib, which releases a fluorescent 7-hydroxycoumarin
group upon thiol addition allowing homogeneous plate-based kinetic detection of irreversible
covalent adduct formation. The versatility of this approach was illustrated with turn-on
fluorogenic ABPs based on covalent EGFR inhibitor afatinib, covalent KRASG12C inhibitor
AMG 510 functionalized with coumarin, and a chemiluminescent ibrutinib-based ABP. Note
that turn-on fluorescence probes do not have to be covalent as there are examples of increased
fluorescence induced by a noncovalent binding event [256], and covalent adduct formation
with the desired target should be validated with orthogonal techniques such as intact
protein analysis. Alternatively, two-step ABPs can be employed as bioorthogonal fluorogenic
probes, reacting the protein–ABP adduct with photophysical quenched fluorogenic dyes (e.g.,
azido-BODIPY, dibenzocyclooctyne) that are activated by Click chemistry [197,257,258].

To this date, qABPs and turn-on ABPs have limited clinical applications as the
optical signal of most fluorophores is plagued by insufficient tissue penetration, thus
obstructing their application as non-invasive diagnostic tools in living patients [259].
Research endeavors in the qABP field have since progressed to advanced theranostic
probes that combine detection and simultaneous inhibition of cathepsins with induction
of sensitivity to photodynamic therapy (PDT) at the sites with high (aberrant) protease
activity [260,261], which may one day find application in non-invasive (clinical) diagnosis
and treatment.
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Figure 12. Homogeneous (plate-based) approaches to detect covalent adduct formation with
drug-derived ABPs. (A) Quenched fluorescent ABP (qABP) with a recognition element based
on the ibrutinib scaffold to selectively target BTK [252]. The DNP (2,4-dinitrophenyl) quencher
is expelled upon covalent adduct formation, enabling fluorescence detection of the BODIPY-FL
fluorophore in the covalent adduct but not in unbound or noncovalently bound qABP. (B) Covalent
ligand directed release (CoLDR) chemistry to generate turn-on fluorogenic ABPs [255]. Adduct
formation of ibrutinib-derived turn-on fluorogenic ABP 3k with BTK is monitored by fluorescence
intensity as thiol addition to the substituted α-methacrylamide warhead results in release of
fluorescent 7-hydroxycoumarin. (C) Quantification of cellular BTK occupancy in a competitive
ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) experiment [262]. Spebrutinib-treated lysates
originating from tissue (culture) or clinical samples are incubated with biotinylated ABP CNX-500
to detect free, uninhibited BTK. Biotinylated BTK–ABP adducts are captured on a streptavidin-coated
ELISA plate, treated with primary mouseα-BTK Ab and secondary HRP anti-mouse Ab, and developed
by addition of HRP substrate tetramethyl benzidine (TMB). Uninhibited BTK is quantified from the
concentration of the yellow HRP product TMB2+, with calculation of inhibitor occupancy from the
OD450 in the treated samples relative to the untreated sample.

Quantification of covalent occupancy. Relative fluorescence intensity can be employed
to quantify covalent adduct formation with quenched or turn-on fluorogenic ABPs [255].
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Recently, competitive approaches employing biotin-labeled ABPs to assess the cellular
occupancy of covalent BTK inhibitors have been reported, where detection of the covalent
BTK–ABP adduct is facilitated by an ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) [12,13,262]
or an ALPHA (amplified luminescent proximity homogeneous assay) [55]. BTK occupancy
is calculated from the normalization of the signal in inhibitor-treated samples to the
untreated control as covalent BTK–ABP adduct is formed with uninhibited BTK but not
with BTK–inhibitor adducts. Cellular BTK occupancy of irreversible covalent BTK inhibitor
spebrutinib (CC-292) in human B cell lysate was assessed using spebrutinib-derived
biotinylated ABP CNX-500 (Figure 12C) [262], with the capture of the biotinylated BTK–ABP
adducts on streptavidin-coated ELISA plates. Uninhibited BTK was quantified from the
optical density (OD450) originating from BTK–ABP adduct after subsequent addition of
a primary BTK antibody, a secondary antibody modified with horseradish peroxidase
(HRP), and development with the HRP substrate. The stepwise ELISA technology has
been employed to assess BTK occupancy in the development of various covalent BTK
inhibitors: zanubrutinib (BGB-3111) with zanubrutinib-derived biotinylated ABP P-1 on
neutravidin-coated ELISA plates [12], and acalabrutinib (ACP-196) with acalabrutinib-derived
biotinylated ABP ACP-4016 on BTK antibody-coated ELISA plates with HRP-linked
streptavidin [13]. The general BTK-selective biotinylated ABP S49 was employed rather
than a drug-derived ABP to quantify cellular BTK occupancy of remibrutinib (LOU064) [87].
Finally, the Taunton lab [55] reported a high-throughput method using AlphaScreen technology,
based on competition with ibrutinib-derived ABP PP-biotin, that does not only enable
quantification of cellular BTK occupancy in Ramos cells but also elucidates inhibitor
reversibility in wash-out experiments. An indirect competitive AlphaScreen methodology
has since been used in the preclinical development of reversible BTK inhibitor rilzabrutinib
(PRN-1008): BTK target occupancy in Ramos B cells was assessed using a BTK-selective
biotinylated ABP [49]. Importantly, these methods do not provide direct evidence on
inhibitor or ABP covalency: a stringent washing step promoting dissociation of noncovalent
complexes has to be introduced to discriminate between noncovalent or covalent ligands.
Nevertheless, these methodologies are attractive as they are complementary proteomic
approaches by using the same biotin-labeled ABPs.

7. Conclusions, Current Challenges, and Future Directions

Biophysical detection of a covalent adduct is an important step in covalent drug
development as a(n) (ir)reversible covalent binding mode affects the SAR analysis and
kinetic behavior [60]. In this work, we reviewed the available methods for direct detection
of the covalent protein–drug adduct, as opposed to deduction from the decrease of the
unbound drug. To ensure the detected signal originates from a covalent protein–drug
adduct, covalent adduct formation is validated with at least two orthogonal methods. With
a wide variety of techniques to choose from (Table 1), method selection is dictated by
compatibility with (fluorescent) read-out, the available amount and purity of protein, the
complexity of the reaction mixture (from purified recombinant protein to in vivo), and
the desired level of information. Beyond the simple detection of a covalent adduct, some
techniques can aid the identification of the targeted amino acid residue, but often protein
mutagenesis is key to validating the modified amino acid residue [70,71].

This work includes the most commonly used methods but is by no means complete.
Although protein crystallography remains the most informative method for the structural
evaluation of covalent adducts thus far, there is a shift toward cryo-EM [263] for the
structural elucidation of large protein complexes. The phenomenal progress in the past
years has resulted in highly detailed structures, wherein features of <2 Å can be resolved,
but structure determination of small (<50 kDa) proteins is often hindered by intrinsically
noisy micrographs and low image contrast [264,265]. Currently, single-particle cryo-EM
can successfully map small molecule ligands onto (large) proteins [266–270], making it a
promising technique to also resolve covalent adducts or as an alternative for protein–drug
complexes that are difficult to crystallize.
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Depending on the system studied, scientists may employ a plethora of different biophysical
techniques. Importantly, covalent adduct formation may require identification of the reactive
metabolite to assess covalent adduct formation with prodrugs (e.g., omeprazole [271]). Other
challenging systems involve (membrane-bound) protein targets that are inactive in isolation
or in absence of the other components of a protein complex. The majority of the described
techniques are compatible with the detection of reversible covalent adducts. The main
challenge is to maintain intact protein–drug adduct during sample preparation as the
sample preparation can induce target dissociation for reversible covalent ligands. The
intrinsic property of a reversible covalent ligand to dissociate from its protein target upon
protein denaturation [54,72] or chasing with an irreversible competitive tracer [74] has been
exploited to assess the binding reversibility of various clinically approved TCIs [88,95].

The unavailability of (quantitative) high-throughput screening techniques can hamper
the widespread discovery of covalent ligands. Although intact protein MS [89] can overcome
this hurdle, potential hits should always be validated in a functional assay [39], as covalent
modification does not necessarily mean altered protein function [71]. Another factor is
monitoring and quantifying covalent target occupancy in living patients, since drug levels
in serum are not representative for irreversible binders. MS-based assays to quantify target
engagement have been developed [100], though practical application in clinical drug
development is still limited by the optimization for each individual protein–drug pair.

Beyond validation of covalent adduct formation with the desired target, ABPP has the
advantage that it can be used to evaluate target selectivity in a cellular, biological setting.
Although detection of low-abundance proteins remains a challenge, the approach is in
general very versatile, as evidenced by the various subtypes of ABPP. The prevalent indirect
competitive ABPP with a general reactive ABP has successfully been employed to identify
off-target protein targets in patient-derived samples [191], but this indirect approach is
biased for the amino acid residues labeled by the general ABP and will miss labeling of
other residues. Here, opportunities arise for the lower throughput use of drug-derived
ABPs that have the same selectivity as the parent drug. Drug-derived ABPs have since been
used to evaluate the target selectivity of approved covalent inhibitors [103,200], quantify
target occupancy in inhibitor-treated patients [199,262], and identify novel targetable
proteins [207]. Further developments in ABP techniques are always limited by the deviation
from the parent drug when a tag/handle is introduced. At the same time, general indirect
(non-drug derived) methods to evaluate proteome-wide electrophile reactivity toward
other nucleophilic residues (e.g., histidine, arginine, lysine) [23,242,272–276] are becoming
more prevalent as these nucleophilic residues are attractive targets (e.g., Arg12 in oncogenic
mutant KRASG12R [277] and catalytic Lys271 in BCR-ABL [278]). All taken together, such
chemoproteomic approaches will likely become an integral part of standard covalent drug
development to identify covalently modified off-target proteins at an early stage [279],
thereby further derisking covalent drug development [2].

To conclude, there is a broad toolbox available for the evaluation and detection of
covalent protein–drug adducts, ranging from recombinant proteins to live patients. These
techniques are instrumental in the evaluation of covalent drug reactivity and selectivity,
and have guided covalent drug development programs and SAR optimization studies.
Beyond the methods covered in this review, novel techniques will continue to be developed
and improved to cater to the exciting and fast-paced field of covalent drug development.
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ABP activity-based probe
ABPP activity-based protein profiling
ADME absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
ALPHA amplified luminescent proximity homogeneous assay
AOMK acyloxymethyl ketone
APT attached proton test
BME β-mercaptoethanol
BODIPY fluorinated boron-dipyrromethene
CAA chloroacetamide
CITe-Id covalent inhibitor target-site identification
CoLDR covalent ligand directed release
CRI covalent reversible inhibitor
cryo-EM cryogenic electron microscopy
CuAAC Huisgen copper-catalyzed alkyne–azide cycloaddition
DNP 2,4-dinitrophenyl
DPS 2,2′-dipyridyldisulfide
DTT dithiothreitol
DUB deubiquitinating enzyme
ELISA enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
FBDD fragment-based drug development
FBLD fragment-based ligand discovery
FDA food and drug administration (USA)
FFPE formalin fixed paraffin embedded
G12C-TE KRASG12C target engagement
GSH glutathione
GST glutathione S-transferase
HCV hepatitis C virus
His- polyhistidine tag
HTS high-throughput screening
IAc iodoacetamide
ICC intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma
IEDDA inverse electron demand Diels Alder
isoDTB isotopically-labeled desthiobiotin
isoTOP-ABPP isotopic tandem orthogonal activity-based protein profiling
iTRAQ isobaric tag for relative and absolute quantitation
KD dissociation constant
Ki

* steady-state inhibition constant
LC liquid chromatography
MMTS S-methyl methanethiosulfonate
MS mass spectrometry
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
NSCLC non-small cell lung carcinoma
ODN odanacatib
PD pharmacodynamics
PDB protein data bank
PDT photodynamic therapy
PET photo-induced electron transfer
PK pharmacokinetics
PMK phenoxymethyl ketone
Prg propargyl
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PROTAC proteolysis-targeting chimera
qABP quenched ABP
Rho rhodamine
SAR structure-activity relationship
SARS-CoV-2 severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
SDS-PAGE sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
SILAC stable-isotope labeling by amino acids in cell culture
SPAAC strain-promoted alkyne–azide cycloaddition
SUMO small ubiquitin-related modifier
TAMRA/TMR tetramethylrhodamine
TCEP tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine
TCI targeted covalent inhibitor
TIC total ion count
THF tetrahydrofuran
THL tetrahydrolipstatin
TMB tetramethyl benzidine
TMT tandem mass tag
Ub ubiquitin
VME vinyl methyl ester
XRD X-ray diffraction
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aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid)
COX-1 Ser530/COX-2 Ser516

pain/inflammation (1900)

penicillin
bacterial DD-transpeptidase catalytic Ser

bacterial infection (1944)

esomeprazole (Nexium) 
H+/K+ ATPase Cys813 & Cys892
gastroesophageal reflux (2001)

bortezomib (PS-341)
proteasome 20S subunit Thr1

multiple myeloma/cancer (2003)

telaprevir (VX-950)
HCV NS3/4A Ser139

Hepatitis C infection (2011)

nirmatrelvir (PF-07321332)
SARS-CoV-2 Mpro Cys145

COVID-19 (2021)*

acalabrutinib (ACP-196)
BTK Cys481

non-Hodgkin lymphoma/cancer (2017)

sotorasib (AMG 510)
KRASG12C Cys12

NSCLC lung cancer (2021)

mobocertinib (TAK-788)
EGFREx20ins Cys797

NSCLC lung cancer (2021)

adagrasib (MRTX849)
KRASG12C Cys12

NSCLC lung cancer (2022)

ritlecitinib (PF-06651600)
JAK3 Cys909

rilzabrutinib (PRN-1008)
BTK Cys481

Figure A1. Drugs with a known covalent binding mode. Structure with reversible warheads in red,
irreversible warheads in blue, and the covalently modified atom marked. Compound name; protein
target and covalently modified amino acid; therapeutic application and year of first clinical approval.
(A) Approved covalent inhibitors that were later found to have a covalent binding mode. Warhead
not indicated for esomeprazole: metabolic activation of the prodrug precedes formation of a disulfide
bond with its target [6]. (B) Approved targeted covalent inhibitors (TCIs) designed to covalently
modify their protein target. (C) Covalent inhibitors with a novel protein target and/or warhead.
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Table A1. FDA approved drugs (2020–2022) with a known covalent mechanism of action a.

Active Ingredient b Drug Brand
Name Sponsor c Approval

Year Target Indication Treatment Area Warhead Reversibility Target Residue Ref

Lurbinectedin
(PM01183) Zepzelca Pharma Mar 2020 DNA minor groove

(alkylation) Metastatic SCLC Cancer
Highly reactive
carbinolamine

(Imine intermediate)
Reversible Guanine N2 [208]

Remdesivir
(GS-5734) d Veklury Gilead

Sciences 2020 SARS-CoV-2 RdRp
SARS-CoV-2 Mpro COVID-19 Anti-microbial Nitrile Reversible Ser861 (RdRp)

Cys145 (Mpro) [64,280]

Sotorasib
(AMG 510) Lumakras Amgen 2021 KRASG12C KRASG12C-mutated

NSCLC
Cancer Acrylamide Irreversible Cys12 [18]

Mobocertinib
(TAK788) Exkivity Takeda 2021 EGFRex20ins Metastatic EGFRex20ins-

mutated NSCLC
Cancer Acrylamide Irreversible Cys797 [19]

Nirmatrelvir
(PF-07321332) Paxlovid Pfizer 2021 e SARS-CoV-2 Mpro COVID-19 Anti-microbial Nitrile Reversible Cys145 [47,281]

Futibatinib
(TAS-120) Lytgobi Taiho

Oncology 2022 FGFR1-4 FGFR2 fusion-positive
ICC Cancer Acrylamide Irreversible Cys488 (FGFR1)

Cys492 (FGFR2-IIIb) [282]

Adagrasib
(MRTX849) Krazati Mirati

Therapeutics 2022 KRASG12C KRASG12C-mutated
NSCLC

Cancer Acrylamide Irreversible Cys12 [103]

Update of the FDA approved covalent drugs (1900–2019) that can be found in Table S1 of citation [20]. a Data source: FDA database. b Only the New Chemical Entity (NCE) approved in
the specified year is reported for combination drugs. c Refers to the original sponsor for FDA first approval. d Covalent binding mode suspected based on covalent docking studies.
e Emergency use authorization.
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